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Abstract

Recent progress in elucidating the peptide bond formation process on the ribosome has led to notion of a proton shuttle mechanism where the 2’-hydroxyl group of the P-site tRNA plays a key role in mediating proton transfer between the nucleophile and leaving group, whereas ribosomal groups do not actively participate in the reaction. Despite these advances, the detailed nature of the transition state for peptidyl transfer and the role of several trapped water molecules in the peptidyl transferase center remain major open questions. Here, we employ high-level quantum chemical \textit{ab initio} calculations to locate and characterize global transition states for the reaction, described by a molecular model encompassing all the key elements of the reaction center. The calculated activation enthalpy as well as structures are in excellent agreement with experimental data and point to feasibility of an eight-membered “double proton shuttle” mechanism in which an auxiliary water molecule, observed both in computer simulations and crystal structures, actively participates. A second conserved water molecule is found to be of key importance for stabilizing developing negative charge on the substrate oxyanion and its presence is catalytically favourable both in terms of activation enthalpy and entropy. Transition states calculated both for six- and eight-membered mechanisms are invariably late and do not involve significant charge development on the attacking amino group. Predicted kinetic isotope effects consistent with this picture are similar to those observed for uncatalyzed ester aminolysis reactions in solution.
The peptide bond formation step in protein synthesis is catalyzed by the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) on the large ribosomal subunit. This reaction involves the attack of the α-amino group of an aminoacyl-tRNA molecule bound to ribosomal A-site on the ester carbon of the peptidyl-tRNA in the adjacent P-site of the ribosome. The growing peptide chain is thereby transferred to the A-site tRNA and elongated by one amino acid. Recent years have witnessed considerable progress in our understanding of the peptidyl transfer process due to high-resolution crystallographic structures of the large ribosomal subunit with transition state (TS) analogs (1), as well as kinetic measurements (2-9), mutagenesis data (4, 10-14) and computational studies (15-17). Hence, the current model of the peptidyl transfer reaction is that ribosomal nucleobases are not directly involved in bond making or breaking through acid-base catalysis (4, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19), but that the A76 2'-OH group of the P-site substrate plays a key role in mediating proton transfer from the attacking nucleophile to the leaving 3' ester oxygen (1, 15, 20-22). Furthermore, it was shown that the lower free energy barrier for the ribosome reaction, compared to an uncatalyzed reference reaction in water, is entirely due to a less negative activation entropy (3, 6, 7). Besides contributions from substrate proximity and alignment effects, computer simulations predicted that a preorganized hydrogen bonding network, involving several water molecules together with ribosomal hydroxyl groups, is a major source of this entropic stabilization on the ribosome (15-17, 23).

A major open question is, however, the detailed nature of the reaction mechanism and its transition states. The latter have not been characterized at the electronic level and it is, e.g., still not clear whether the rate-limiting TS is “early” or “late” (Fig. 1). That is,
is the highest energy cost associated with forming the new C–N bond or is it rather associated with breaking the C–O ester bond? Strobel and coworkers measured $^{15}$N kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) for the reaction with a A-site substrate analog, a CC-puromycin derivative, on the 50S ribosomal subunit and suggested an early TS based on these experiments (24). Subsequently reported Brønstedt plots (25) showed a very weak dependence on nucleophile $pK_a$, compatible with both early and late transition states, and were interpreted in terms of an essentially neutral nucleophile in the TS.

Computer simulations employing the empirical valence bond (EVB) method as well as quantum chemical ab initio calculations on a small model system (15-17), on the other hand, indicated a late TS that is mostly associated with elongation of the ester C–O3′ bond.

Second, it remains to be shown how the proton transfer proceeds from the $\alpha$-amino group to the leaving A76 O3′ of the P-site substrate. Several different reaction routes have been suggested, the most important being a six-membered mechanism where proton shuttling goes through the 2′-hydroxyl group of the P-site A76 (20) and an eight-membered TS involving a water molecule as an additional proton relay (1) (see Fig. 1). The eight-membered mechanism was suggested by Steitz et al. based on the observation of a water molecule in close contact with both the O2′ and O3′ of the P-site A76 (1), but has never been further explored. The presence of this water molecule had been predicted by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (15, 17) and was later confirmed in a high resolution crystal structure of the RAP TS analog bound to the PTC (1). None of the other proposed mechanisms (26, 27) yield reasonable energetics in calculations (15, 28).
Third, there is another water molecule that is in a perfect position to stabilize any developing negative charge in the transition state on the ester carbonyl oxygen of the P-site substrate. Simulations have predicted this water molecule to be hydrogen bonded to the carbonyl oxygen (15, 17), and it was subsequently observed experimentally (1, 29). Although it has been recognized for some time that this seems to be the only chemical group directly interacting with the substrate “oxyanion” its role in the reaction remains obscure.

Finally, the charge development on the amino nitrogen and the carbonyl oxygen in the TS is also of great interest. As mentioned above, Brønsted plots suggest an essentially uncharged amine in the TS (25), and it is still not clear whether there is an accumulation of negative charge on the ester carbonyl oxygen. That is, can we speak of an “oxyanion” in this reaction? All of these questions can be addressed with high-level ab initio quantum chemical calculations provided that they reproduce both experimental rate measurements and crystal structures. For this reason we set out to build a model of the PTC that is large enough to capture the leading contribution of the ribosomal environment on bond making and breaking but small enough to allow for quantitative quantum chemical calculations.

With a 76 atom subset of the PTC, we are able to find unconstrained transition states of this complex by first fixing and then gradually releasing the non-reactive scaffolding. The idea being to let the inert scaffolding and water molecules settle into a configuration that is consistent with the transition state. Such a configuration can be obtained only after numerous iterations until the transition state optimizations converged on a fully relaxed structure. By virtue of this method the resulting TS
complex can be compared directly with high resolution crystal structures and the energies with experimental energy barriers from rate measurements and kinetic isotope effects. As will be shown these calculations yield a consistent picture of the peptidyl transfer reaction with unprecedented quantitative agreement with experimentally determined structures and activation enthalpies on the ribosome, thus opening up a window to explore the intrinsic properties of the peptidyl transfer reaction.

**Results**

The PTC model that was excised from representative snapshots of previous MD simulations (15) and then optimized with *ab initio* methods is shown in Fig. 2A. Apart from the reacting species it includes the catalytically important 2'-hydroxyl group of A2451 (13, 30), the 2'-hydroxyl of C2063, which interacts with the water molecule that bridges the 2'- and 3'-oxygens of A76, and five hydrogen bonded water molecules (*E. coli* numbering is used throughout). In this model the catalytic hydroxyl groups were represented by methanol molecules and the peptidyl-tRNA substrate with a dipeptide (X-Ala), where the first residue was truncated at the α-carbon. The incoming A-site aminoacyl-tRNA was modeled as alanine and terminated at the C3'-atom of the tRNA. These groups were chosen to faithfully represent the environment in the PTC and turn out to give excellent agreement with crystal structures, without using any biasing constraints, thus indicating that the key interactions are indeed taken into account.
As the initial positions were gradually relaxed to a local minimum with DFT (B3LYP/6-31G*), a water molecule that starts out hydrogen bonded to the C2063 2'-OH persistently finds an entrapped location above the A76 ribose moiety (Fig. S1). Poised in contact with the A76 2'-hydroxyl group, the water molecule then straddles the O3' and the C2063 O2' in the TS and forms a nearly equilateral triangle in the plane ecliptic to the reacting heavy atoms. This is almost precisely the configuration in which a water molecule is found in the high resolution crystal structure of the RAP TS analog bound to the PTC (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, the configuration was found even though the starting position for the optimization was taken from an MD trajectory that was somewhat different from the 1VQP structure in this respect. In fact, attempting to put water molecules anywhere in the vicinity of the O2' and O3' would result in this geometry. Thus DFT seems to confirm the position of this crystal water, as well as the included 2'-hydroxyl groups of the C2063 and A2451 residues. In the presence of this entrapped water molecule, the ab initio search algorithms persistently optimize the geometry to an eight-membered transition state where this water acts as a proton shuttle. Although the six-membered TS was initially of more interest, it could only be found when all explicit solvent molecules and the C2063 2'-OH group were removed from this region altogether (see Fig. S1), a solution that inevitably produces higher reaction barriers due to desolvation of the 2'- and 3'- oxygens of the P-site A76 (vide infra).

To find out whether this eight-membered reaction mechanism is concerted or step-wise ground state potential surfaces were calculated with partially relaxed geometry scans (B3LYP/6-31G). The potential surface of the eight-membered mechanism is a function of at least four distances (see inset of Fig. 3A): that between the ester
carbonyl carbon and the leaving O3'; the polar amine hydrogen and the O2'; the A76 H2' and the water bridge oxygen; the water bridge hydrogen and the leaving O3'. A total number of 265 points were calculated on this surface with as many geometry optimizations (Fig. S2) and a subset of the surface containing the approximate TS is shown in Fig. 3A. From these contour plots it can be seen that the transition state is late as both C–O bond cleavage and protonation of the leaving group lag behind proton shuttling via the 2'-oxygen. In addition, a scan of the energy surface for the six-membered mechanism was carried out in order to explore the possibility of an early TS occurring at larger N–C distances. That such a transition state does not exist is evident both from surface of Fig. S3 and from the fact that the reaction path from the reactants to the global TS is barrierless (see below). Corresponding scans of the six-membered transition state with implicit solvent have also been reported by Sharma et al. (16).

Following these scans, the Berny algorithm could optimize unconstrained six- and eight-membered global transition states at the B3LYP/6-311G** level by the iterative approach outlined in the introduction. The resulting electronic energy barriers are shown in Fig. 3B-C together with subsets of the minimum energy paths connecting the TS with the reactants and products. Since the reactant and transition states from these calculations are in local minima of the ground state potential with respect to all degrees of freedom besides the reaction coordinate it is straightforward to obtain the vibrational eigenmodes for these states. These in turn permit the calculation of enthalpies and kinetic isotope effects. The effect of vibrational enthalpies along the minimum energy path around the transition states is also shown in Fig. 3B-C. It can immediately be seen that the calculated 18 kcal/mol activation enthalpy of the eight-
membered mechanism is in excellent agreement with the ribosomal enthalpy barriers of about 17 kcal/mol (3, 7), while the six-membered transition state is about 12 kcal/mol higher in energy. However, these calculations do not necessarily rule out a six-membered mechanism since the higher reaction barrier may be due to incomplete solvation of the O2’ and O3’ (see e.g. Ref. (16)), and the auxiliary water molecule was also found to stabilize a six-membered TS in earlier EVB simulations (15). The detailed geometries and atomic partial charges from natural population analysis (NPA) of these transition states are shown in Fig. 4A,B. It is evident from these structures that the new N–C bond is essentially formed in the TS, with a bond distance of ~1.5 Å, and that it is the C–O ester bond that is significantly elongated in the TS with a length of about 2.1 Å. Hence, both mechanisms definitely have a late transition state.

To examine the effect of the oxyanion bound water molecule on this reaction, the eight-membered TS was used as input guesses for two additional TS optimizations: one of an unscreened oxyanion with no interacting water molecule and the other with the inclusion of an extra screening water molecule. Their resulting TS structures and partial charges are shown in Fig. 4C,D. Whereas the N–C bond is seen to be fully formed in all three cases, the addition of solvent screening on the oxyanion gradually reduces bond cleavage between the leaving O3’ and carbonyl carbon. Judging from the bond lengths there is a significant qualitative relation between oxyanion screening and C–O bond length in the TS. Solvent polarization of the oxyanion due to these water molecules was examined by comparing the TS NPA charges of the amino nitrogen, the leaving carbonyl carbon and the oxyanion with the corresponding reactant state charges (Fig. 5A). As negative charge is building up on the carbonyl
oxygen, it is diminishing on the leaving O3'. This could be compared with the amine nitrogen charge which is more or less unaffected by this screening. The impact on the enthalpy barrier is shown in the same graph. As screening water molecules are added to the carbonyl oxygen the activation enthalpies go down. A longstanding conundrum in ribosomal peptidyl transfer is why the activation enthalpy is higher on the ribosome than in the solution reaction. One screening water molecule is seen to give an enthalpy comparable to rate measurements on the ribosome. Adding an additional water molecule lowers the enthalpy barrier, moving it closer to the solution reaction, and removing screening water altogether increases the activation enthalpy by 3 kcal/mol. Indeed the presence of one such ordered oxyanion screening water molecule was predicted by our earlier MD simulations (15, 17) and later observed in crystal structures of TS analogs (1, 29). Natural bond orbital (NBO) occupancies and the corresponding Lewis structures (accounting for ~98.8% of the total occupancy) and Wiberg natural atomic orbital (NAO) bond orders of the 3'-oxygen, carbonyl and amino group are shown in Fig. 5B. The quantum chemical effect of having these water molecules screening the carbonyl oxygen is that the leaving O3' loses a formal negative charge to the carbonyl oxygen thus transforming it into a formal oxyanion. In the NBO picture, solvent screening is stabilizing the extra oxyanion lone pair orbital by allowing a transfer of populations from the leaving O3' lone pair orbital to the oxyanion. The corresponding orbitals are plotted in the inset of Fig. 5A.

The oxyanion screening water molecule is clearly stabilizing the transition state and affecting its qualitative features. It should be noted however that there is a non-trivial entropy cost involved when positioning water molecules in this fashion. An accurate evaluation of entropies requires extensive sampling of the configuration space in a
more complete model of the PTC where these groups are being correctly positioned by the ribosome. This is a task best suited for molecular dynamics simulations and is beyond the scope of this study. However, the vibrational entropy terms that are directly associated with the hydrogen bond interactions can be readily obtained from the calculated eigenmodes in the harmonic approximation (Table S1). From these values the relative entropy cost ($-T\Delta S^\dagger$) of adding one screening water is only 0.3 kcal/mol at room temperature, whereas it is 3 kcal/mol higher when adding the second water molecule. It is also interesting to note that the eight-membered TS with one oxyanion water is about 2 kcal/mol entropically more favorable than the six-membered mechanism.

By virtue of the iterative TS search-and-relax procedure and the resulting vibrational normal modes the kinetic isotope effects for these transition states can be estimated. The KIEs from substituting the $\alpha$-amino nitrogen, A76 3'-oxygen, leaving carbonyl carbon and oxyanion are shown in Table 1. As expected from the calculated TS geometries these KIEs are all indicative of a late transition state dominated by C–O bond fission. That is, the $^{14}\text{N}/^{15}\text{N}$ KIE is inverse which reflects an increase of bond order to the nitrogen in the TS compared to reactants, while the leaving group $^{16}\text{O}/^{18}\text{O}$ effect is normal and relatively large which is consistent with a significant degree of C–O bond breaking.

The calculated $^{14}\text{N}/^{15}\text{N}$ KIEs are also largely consistent with measurements of similar reactions in aqueous solution, such as 0.996 for the acylation of aniline (31) and 0.990 for the hydrazinolysis of methyl formate (32), indicating that the fundamental reaction mechanism in this ribosome model is similar to the uncatalyzed process. Since the
reported isotope effects in Table 1 refer to a reactant state with associated substrates they should strictly speaking be compared to experimental KIEs on \( k_{\text{pep}} \) (the peptidyl transfer rate) rather than \( V/K \) measured in (24), which also includes the substrate binding step. However, by eliminating low frequency vibrations, corresponding to intermolecular substrate interactions (33), from the reactant state in the isotope effect calculations the KIEs with respect to isolated A- and P-site substrates can be estimated. This does not change the qualitative picture from Table 1 and, for instance, the corresponding KIEs for the eight-membered TS with the single oxyanion water molecule are 0.980, 1.021 and 1.016 for the amino, leaving group O3’ and ester carbon, respectively (an additional check with optimization of an isolated A-site substrate surrounded by four water molecules also yielded an inverse \(^{14}\text{N}/^{15}\text{N} \) KIE). Hence, we can conclude that all KIEs are consistent with a late TS that is mainly associated with C–O bond fission.
Discussion

The aim of this work is to describe the detailed chemical mechanism of the peptidyl transfer reaction and to answer two longstanding questions: whether the transition state is early or late, and what the precise role of water molecules in the peptidyl transferase center is for the catalysis of the reaction. It seems beyond doubt that the proton transfer in this reaction has to occur via the O2’ of the P-site substrate A76 ribose (22). The easiest way in which this could happen is through a six-membered transition state where the O2’ acts as a proton shuttle (15, 16, 20, 28). Although this mechanism has been the working hypothesis in our previous investigations (15, 17), the high-level \textit{ab initio} theory employed here consistently predicts two findings, namely that a water molecule migrates to a position that bridges the O2’ and O3’ of the A76 ribose and that an eight-membered transition state is formed involving this water molecule as an auxiliary proton shuttle.

Such a mechanism was suggested by Steitz \textit{et al.} based on their high resolution crystal structure of the RAP transition state TS analog bound to the large subunit of the ribosome (1). Superimposing the crystal structure (PDB code: 1VQP) with the DFT transition state complex (Fig. 2B), one can see that \textit{ab initio} theory through our iterative optimization procedure arrives at exactly the same conclusion. In addition, the calculated activation enthalpy of 18 kcal/mol for the eight-membered mechanism is in near perfect agreement with experimental rate measurements that yield $\Delta H^\ddagger = 17$ kcal/mol (3, 7). The six-membered transition state reported here has a higher barrier, but this is most likely because the 2’- and 3’-oxygen atoms could not be adequately solvated and EVB simulations (15, 17) show that the auxiliary water also stabilizes a six-membered TS. Regardless of the proton shuttle mechanism, the
transition states all have an essentially uncharged amine, which is in agreement with Brønstedt plots for this reaction (25), and they are all late. It thus takes more energy to break the C-O bond than for the amine to approach the ester carbonyl carbon. Judging from the ground state potential surfaces in Fig. 3 and the ab initio study of Sharma et al. (16) an early transition state would not be feasible in either a six- or eight-membered mechanism. The reason for this is that the barrier for forming the transient tetrahedral intermediate is very low and this was also seen even in a minimal gas-phase model (see Supporting Information to Ref. (24)). An O2’ proton shuttle mechanism with an early TS would therefore have to assume that the ribosome environment increases such a barrier beyond that associated with C-O bond fission, which apppears highly unlikely.

The innate ability of the ester carbonyl oxygen to acquire charge when it is in contact with hydrogen bond donors is apparent in Fig. 5A, which substantiates the notion of an “oxyanion”. Its considerable polarizability is also seen to affect the whole transition state structure in Fig. 4B-D. These structures demonstrate that the transition state indeed depends on the positioning of hydrogen bonds, in this case water molecules that are hydrogen bonded to the oxyanion. The natural Lewis structures in Fig. 5B also depend on how many water molecules that are being kept in the right position during the reaction. Specifically, the leaving O3’ and the ester carbonyl oxygen are seen to act as a charge relay, switching between a formal charge on the O3’ in the absence of oxyanion screening and a formal charge on the oxyanion in the presence of screening. Positioning of water molecules also affects the reaction barriers. As shown in Fig. 5A, inclusion of additional solvent to the oxyanion in the TS lowers the activation enthalpy closer to that in solution. At the same time it is
noteworthy that the inclusion of the first screening oxyanion water yields a very low activation entropy effect, while the second water molecule causes an increase in $-T\Delta S^\ddagger$ of 3 kcal/mol. The presence of precisely one water molecule near the oxyanion may thus be optimal not only for steric reasons, but also in terms of the extra entropic cost of pre-organizing additional water molecules, and the higher activation enthalpy on the ribosome than in solution may partly reflect the differences in oxyanion screening.

Kinetic isotope effects are often not intuitive, especially not in concerted reactions. For example, the suggestion (24) that a complete deprotonation of the nucleophile would result in a normal KIE for the peptidyl transfer reaction is at odds with the finding that a TS N-H distance of 1.6 Å (Fig. 4D) still yields a corresponding inverse $^{14}\text{N}/^{15}\text{N}$ KIE of 0.989 (Table 1). That is, although the nitrogen nucleophile is almost completely deprotonated its KIE is still inverse. This is a consequence of a nearly fully formed peptide bond in the TS, judging from the short inter-nuclear distances shown in Fig. 4 and Wiberg bond orders of 0.9 in Fig. 5B. It was also reported that *ab initio* calculations yielded a normal isotope effect (24), but the barrier from which that KIE was calculated pertains to the formation of a tetrahedral intermediate only. The reported TS (24) is not a transition state of the reaction but merely a shallow barrier of 1.6 kcal/mol, that occurs when a nucleophilic ammonia is brought together with the carbonyl carbon of a protonated formic acid, which is far from the experimental activation enthalpy of ~17 kcal/mol. Whereas such a hypothetic transition state seems hard to reconcile with the concept of the ribosome as an entropy trap (3) the transition states presented here reinforces this notion by explaining the precise role of the nearest pre-organized hydrogen bond donors in this reaction. These TSs are all late
with inverse KIEs on the amino nitrogen, which suggests that the peptidyl transfer mechanism is similar to the reaction in solution.

From an evolutionary viewpoint it is of interest not only that the reacting chemical groups have no interactions with ribosomal proteins, which has led to the ribozyme view of the ribosome, but also that there appears to be a clear division of tasks within the PTC between rRNA, substrates and water molecules. That is, the rRNA is folded into a rather inert scaffold that does not directly participate in the chemistry, but that provides key interactions to those groups that are directly involved in the reaction. It might appear somewhat surprising that the active groups are limited to only the A76 2'-OH and two “trapped” water molecules, but this could possibly be an ancient feature of the peptidyl transfer reaction. In this respect, the hydrogen bonded network holding these groups in place appears to be of key importance and may reflect the original minimal requirements for catalysis.

**Methods**

The quantum chemical calculations are described in detail in the SI text. In brief, the *ab initio* models were excised from MD snapshots of the PTC (15, 17) and relaxed into a local minimum with partial optimizations (B3LYP/6-31G*). Then the ground state potential surface of the eight-membered reaction was calculated by scanning the four reacting distances shown in the inset of Fig. 3A (B3LYP/6-31G). This approximate TS was the starting point of an iterative partial TS optimization (B3LYP/6-311G**) that resulted in a fully relaxed TS structure (shown in Fig. 2A). This TS was in turn used to optimize transition states without and with a second oxyanion bound water molecule (see Fig. 4 and Fig. S1). A six-membered TS was
optimized in a similar fashion. The fully relaxed TS and reactant structures were all validated with frequency calculations and intrinsic reaction coordinate following.

IRCMax theory (MP2/6-311G**/B3LYP/6-311G**) was used to address the inherent limitations of semilocal DFT in bond making and breaking calculations, as discussed in e.g. (34). Vibrational eigenmodes from the reactant and TS states were used to calculate the enthalpy of activation at 298K and also the KIEs at 310K as given by the Bigeleisen-Wolfsberg equation. The final reaction enthalpies were calculated with the composite method shown in Eq. 1 where \( \Delta\text{B3LYP}\updownarrow \) is the B3LYP/6-311G** barrier, \( \Delta\delta H\uparrow \), \( \Delta\Delta\text{MP2}\updownarrow \) and \( \Delta\Delta\text{B3LYP}++\updownarrow \) are the corrections to the vibrational enthalpy, the MP2/6-311G** and the B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,pd) level of theory respectively.

\[
\Delta H^{\uparrow}_{\text{calc}} = \Delta\text{B3LYP}\downarrow + \Delta\delta H^{\uparrow}_{\text{B3LYP}} + \Delta\Delta\text{MP2}\downarrow + \Delta\Delta\text{B3LYP}++\downarrow
\] (1)

These values (Table S1) are based on the IRCMax TS structures in all cases but one (the eight-membered TS with two screening water molecules) where instead the B3LYP TS structure was used.
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Figure Legends

**Figure 1.** Schematic overview of the peptidyl transfer reaction. The top row shows examples of an early and late TS while the bottom row depicts the proposed six- and eight-membered reaction mechanisms.

**Figure 2.** (A) The small model used for *ab initio* optimizations forming the eight-membered TS. (B) The eight-membered TS (in green) superimposed on a crystal structure of the RAP transition state analog (in yellow) bound to the peptidyl transferase center (in blue) (1). Crystal waters are shown as spheres whereas *ab initio* water molecules are shown with hydrogens. The water molecule that prevents the optimization of a six-membered transition state is positioned almost precisely where ordered crystal water appears in the experimental structure. In addition, there is striking agreement between the positioning of the A2451 and C2063 2'-hydroxyl groups and the methanol fragments that model these functional groups.

**Figure 3.** (A) The ground state potential surface of the four reactive distances shown in the inset. Each vertex in the grid corresponds to a partially optimized structure using DFT (B3LYP/6-31G). At these C–O3' distances the carbonyl tetrahedral center forms spontaneously and the N–C bond is at an equilibrium. A global saddle point (TS) is located close to the encircled vertex and the reaction progresses from reactant (R) to product (P) in the direction of the arrows. (B-C) The minimum energy path found by following the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) from the transition states (inset figures) towards the reactants and products for the six- (B) and eight-membered (C) mechanisms. Energy decompositions are shown along these paths with
MP2//B3LYP energies, corrections to the vibrational enthalpy and the experimental reaction barrier. The final energy estimates are thus given by $\Delta H^\dagger_{\text{calc}}$.

**Figure 4.** Bond lengths and NPA charges of the four transition states optimized here. (A) The six-membered transition state. (B-D) Eight-membered transition states with (B) a single screening oxyanion water, (C) a naked and (D) a doubly screened oxyanion.

**Figure 5.** (A) Activation enthalpies (left ordinate) and NPA charges (right ordinate) for the eight-membered TSs with no, one and two screening waters on the oxyanion (abscissa). The charges are given with respect to the reactant state (unfilled markers) and the TSs (filled markers) for the oxyanion (circles), the leaving O3' (squares) and the attacking nitrogen atom (triangles) as given in the inset scheme. (B) Natural Lewis structures for the three TSs following the same order as in (A). Natural bond orbital populations are given within parantheses and Wiberg bond orders on the NAO basis are given in plain text. Oxyanion $\pi$ natural bonding and lone pair orbitals are also shown as insets, in purple and blue respectively. As the oxyanion is screened, populations are gradually transferred from the $\pi$ bonding C=O orbital to an additional oxygen lone pair orbital ending in a formally charged oxygen species. The opposite behavior is observed with the leaving O3' ester oxygen, thus making this oxygen pair an effective charge relay in this reaction.
Table Legends

Table 1. Kinetic isotope effects (KIE) at 310 K of the different reactive atoms.